Let En be an increasing sequence of locally convex linear topological spaces such that the dual E'n of each has a Fréchet topology (not necessarily compatible with the dual system (E'n,En)) weaker than the Mackey topology. Let F=(J"=1F", F be a subspace of E and t the inductive limit convergence structure on E. Conditions are given which insure that every rcontinuous linear functional on F has a T-continuous linear extension to E. This result generalizes a theorem of C. Foias and G. Marinescu.
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Abstract. Let En be an increasing sequence of locally convex linear topological spaces such that the dual E'n of each has a Fréchet topology (not necessarily compatible with the dual system (E'n,En)) weaker than the Mackey topology. Let F=(J"=1F", F be a subspace of E and t the inductive limit convergence structure on E. Conditions are given which insure that every rcontinuous linear functional on F has a T-continuous linear extension to E. This result generalizes a theorem of C. Foias and G. Marinescu.
Let (F, t) be a convergence vector space and / a continuous linear functional defined on a subspace FofE. There are relatively few situations where it is known whether/has a continuous linear extension to E. In [3] C. Foias and G. Marinescu showed that, in inductive limits of reflexive Banach spaces, sequentially continuous linear functionals defined on sequentially closed subspaces have continuous linear extensions to the whole space. In the terminology of [2] this theorem yields, "If (F, t) is a convergence inductive limit of a sequence of reflexive Banach spaces, then every T-continuous linear functional on a r-closed subspace of E has a T-continuous linear extension to F." It is the purpose of this note to adapt the method of proof used in [3] to prove a more general result (Theorem 1). M. De Wilde [1] has extended the Foias-Marinescu theorem in a different direction to inductive limits of Banach spaces in which the canonical injections are weakly compact, relieving the reflexivity condition. This line of thought has been carried over to an extension theorem in the context of spaces with "boundedness structures" (espaces bornologiques) by H. Hogbe-Nlend [4, p. 66]. Theorem 1. Let EX^E2^E3^-■ ■ be a sequence of locally convex linear topological spaces such that for each n (1) the canonical injection in:En-+En+x is continuous, (2) there is a Fréchet topology Tn on E'n inot necessarily compatible with the dual system (F'n, En)) weaker than the Mackey topology t(F'", En), and Let F be a linear subspace of E=\J%=xEn, such that for each n, Fn is closed in En, where Fn=EnC\F.
If cp is a linear functional on F such that for each n, cpn = cp\F^ is continuous, then there exists a linear functional cp on E such that <p\F = <p and <p\En is continuous for each n.
The proof requires the following lemmas. That is, for all x e N°, 0=(z,J*ix)) = (Jiz), x), and hence /(z) e N°° = N.
But, then, z e/--(A)£M. It is clear that this process may be repeated by induction so as to yield the conclusion of the lemma. Proof of Theorem 1. For each n, let pnk be a sequence of seminorms defining the topology Tn for E'n satisfying (1) and (2) in Lemma 2. By Lemma 1, /'Í(F°+1) is oiEn, FJ-dense in Fn, hence t(F^, Fn)-dense in F°n, and therefore F"-dense in F°n. For each n, let /" be a continuous extension of cpn to En. Setting z,=0 and using the F"-denseness of/*(F°+1) in F°n, we may construct a sequence z" such that (1) z,eC (2) P"-l,"-l(/"-l + zn_x -ilifn + zn)) < (1/2)""1. Hence, the sequence of partial sums is Cauchy, and since (E'n, Tn) is complete, gneE'n is defined. Define <p(x)=gn(x), x e En. Then <p is a well-defined linear functional on E since, by (3),
Moreover, cp\E^=gn and hence is continuous, while cp\Fn =gn\F = fn\Fn = <Pn-Hence cf\F = cp. Remark 1. One may readily find examples to which Theorem 1 applies through the following observation. Let En be an increasing sequence of locally convex spaces such that for each n, there is a Fréchet space Gn with topology Tn and G%^En^G'n, where # and ' indicate the algebraic and continuous duals respectively. If En is endowed with any topology Sn of the dual pair (En, Gn), then E'n=Gn and r(E'n, En)^Tn.
Let the canonical injections in:E"-+En+x be Sn, Sn+X continuous and suppose ¡"(G'nJtzG'n+i (this last condition is automatically satisfied if En = G'n). Since o(En,E'n)\a.n = o(G'n,Gn), in\o'n is continuous with respect to the topologies a(G'n, Gn) and o(G'n+x, Gn+1). Thus /* : Gn+x->-Gn is continuous with respect to t(G"+x, G'n+X) and r(Gn, G'n), that is, with respect to Tn+X and Tn. We see then that (2) and (3) of Theorem 1 are both satisfied in this context.
We now give a specific illustration of the situation described in Remark 1. Proposition 1. Let Fn be a sequence of Fréchet spaces, and for each n let F'n have a locally convex topology compatible with the pairing (F'n, Fn). Let En=Y\k=xF'n be endowed with the product topology Sn and let E= Uñ=i F" be the inductive limit of the sequence En (i.e. E is the locally
